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Families of Non-disjoint Subsets* 
Communicated by Paul Erd6s 
A family F of subsets of a finite set which contains no two disjoint 
subsets can contain at most half of all the subsets, since no subset and 
its complement can be in F. Moreover, if F is maximal with respect o 
this property (so that any larger family does not satisfy it) F must con- 
tain exactly half the subsets. (If F is maximal, B ~ F, C ~ B implies 
C ~ F; also, B ~ F implies that there is a C ~ F such that C c3 B = 99, 
i.e., C c /~ (/7 is the complement of B) hence /~ ~ F. Thus B or B must 
be in F.) In this paper we consider the analogous limitations on the 
number of subsets contained in k disjoint families F1 . . . . .  F~ each of 
which contains no disjoint subsets. We prove the following result, which 
was conjectured by ErdSs (private communication). 
THEOREM. I f  El, ..., F k are families of subsets of an n element set such 
that A in  A~ ~/~ q~ if Ai, Aj ~ F z for 1 < l < k, then the number of ele- 
ments in the union of F1, ..., Fk is no greater than 2" -- 2~-k: 
k 
] UF j I~2, , - -2  ,,-k 
j=l 
(where IAl denotes the number of elements of A). 
Unlike the result for one family, the minimum number of subsets 
in the union of k disjoint F's which are maximal with respect o these 
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properties is not the maximum (2"- -  2"-#). We can in fact construct 
k disjoint families to none of which can a subset not already contained 
in one be added, whose union contains as few as 
2 ,~-1 + ~] 
subsets. The union of F nondisjoint families each maximal with respect 
to our property can contain as few as 2 "-~ -- 1 subsets with 2 z > k for ,,) k 2(I ]+l 
, t 
The theorem follows directly from the following lemma. 
LEMMA: Let U be a family of subsets of an n element set such that 
A ~ U, B D A implies that B ~ U, andlet L be a family of subsets of the 
same set such that A ~ L, B c A implies that B ~ L. Then: 
I V n LJ 2 '~ G iV] iLr. 
PROOF: The result is trivial for n = 1. We suppose it to be true for 
n = k, and consider a pair of families U and L of a k + 1 element 
set S. I f  a is any element of S we can write, with U,, Ua, L~,, La disjoint: 
u=Gu u,~ 
L = L a ~J La 
where U~ and L~ consist of the subsets in U and L, respectively, which 
contain a. By the defining properties of U and L we have [U~] ~ [Ua], 
[L~] < [La] since, for example, the union of any element of Ua with 
{a} must be in U.. Moreover, Ua and L a are families of subsets of 
S -  {a} with the same properties as U and L and so must satisfy 
I Ua ~ Zal 2 k ~ I U, zl IZal. (1) 
The families U~' and L~' which consist of the subsets obtained by 
removing a from the subsets in U. and L. are likewise families of sub- 
sets of S -- {a} with the properties of U and L, so that 
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IU~c~ L~] 2 ~ = [U~'~ Lj] 2~< IU/I ILo'l = IGI IL~I. (2) 
Combining relations (1) and (2) we obtain 
2k+xlU~ LI = 2~+a(IU.~ L~[ + lUan La[) 
< 2 (IUal [z,I + lull lZa[). (3) 
Since lull ~ lull and [L.I ~ lLal we have 
I GI [Lal + lua l  [Lal ~lU. I  ILal + I e~l [L~I. (4) 
Combining relations (3) and (4) yields the desired result. 
Proof of our theorem follows from this lemma by induction on k. 
Let FI, ..., Fk. be families of non-disjoint subsets of S; extend each ar- 
bitrarily to a maximal family F'. Each maximal family F / (and  any un- 
ion of such) contains any subset which contains any subset already in it. 
Let Ube ~-1 = = 2~-1 U =I Fj. Let L be fie'. Since Fe' is maximal, ILl lfe'l . 
By hypothesis [U] ~ 2 ~ - -2  n-e§ From our lemma, then, 
k 
I u Fj[ = IUu Eel <_ [F/I + IUn Zl <_ IFe'[ + 2-~IU[ ILl j=l 
2" -- 2 "-e, 
which proves the theorem. 
If we choose Fj to be all subset of S which contain a and (j -- 1) 
other elements, and all (n - j + 1) element subsets of S which do not 
contain a, for j % k we find that 
k-2(n - l )  
2, -1+ Y. 
J=o J 
subsets contain subsets that are in some F's. If the set of F's are then 
extended to be disjoint and maximal, they will contain this many 
subsets. 
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